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Under the background of economic globalization, international investment law
no longer puts one-sides emphasis on its goal of investment facilitation and
liberalization. Public interests such as human rights, public health and environmental
protection have also become important issues of international investment rules.
In recent years, a growing number of international investment rules have brought
into environmental clauses. ECT was the first multinational agreement that pays
attention to environmental protection issues in the field of energy investment. NAFTA
established a new model of legislation on international investment by setting out
environmental clauses in its investment chapter, which was regarded as the greenest
trade agreement. Adopting NAFTA’s strong points and making up for its weaknesses,
the United States established relatively mature model of legislation as well as
comparatively completed environmental rules in investment treaties, which was
demonstrated in its 2004 BIT Model. Subsequently, the 2012 United States BIT
Model deepened and elaborated obligations of environmental protection in the
investment treaties. TPP is a high-level, comprehensive free trade agreement
towarding 21st century, which sets higher and more comprehensive rules on
environmental protection. The formulation of environmental clauses in international
investment rules is developing and is limited in the practice. Therefore, the
construction of environmental clauses in investment rules is still far from perfect.
This paper is divided into four chapters, the first chapter mainly introduces the
legal basis of bringing environmental clauses into international investment rules,
which is demonstrated through three perspectives, the notion of sustainable
development, interplay between international investment and environmental
protection, and the legal significance of bringing environmental clauses into
international investment rules. The second chapter overviews the development of
environmental clauses in international investment by analyzing ECT, NAFTA, the
United States BIT Models and TPP. Based on the study of first two chapters, the third
chapter analyzes the defects of environmental clauses from two perspectives--the
formulation of clauses and the practice of international arbitration. For the former, the
existing problems are the lack of effect on environmental clauses, the limited scope of













For the latter case, the limits on environmental clauses are discussed through three
important provisions in international investment rules, which are national treatment,
fair and equitable principle and expropriation clauses. The fourth chapter focuses on
the status quo of Chinese environmental clauses in international investment rules by
analyzing China—New Zealand FTA and China—Canada BIT, putting forward the
existing problems and proposing several advice for the improvement of environmental
clauses in investment rules.
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Charter Treaty, 简称 ECT）是首个在能源投资领域关注环境保护问题的多边条
约。《北美自由贸易协定》（North American Free Trade Agreement, 简称 NAFTA）
将环境条款纳入其投资章节，开启了国际投资立法新模式，被称为最具环保意








①UNCTAD. World Investment Report 2015--Reforming International Investment Governance[Z].
http://unctad.org/en/PublicationsLibrary/wir2015_overview_en.pdf. 2015-12-19.
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